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Abstract
We proposed a piecewise quadratic reconstruction method, which is in an integrated style, for
finite volume schemes to scalar conservation laws. This quadratic reconstruction is parameter-
free, is of third-order accuracy for smooth functions, and is flexible on structured and unstruc-
tured grids. The finite volume schemes with the new reconstruction satisfy a local maximum
principle. Numerical examples are presented to show that the proposed schemes with a third-
order Runge-Kutta method attain the expected order of accuracy.
Keywords: quadratic reconstruction, finite volume method, local maximum principle, scalar
conservation law
1. Introduction
The study of robust, accurate, and efficient finite volume schemes for conservation laws is
an active research area in computational fluid dynamics. It was noted that higher-order finite
volume methods have been shown to be more efficient than second-order methods [1]. The key
element in the reconstruction procedures of high-order schemes is suppressing non-physical os-
cillations near discontinuities, while achieving high-order accuracy in smooth regions. One of
the pioneering work in this area is the finite volume scheme based on the k-exact reconstruction,
first proposed by Barth and Fredrichson [2] and later extended to the cell-centered finite volume
scheme by Mitchell and Walters [3]. For more recent work on the use of k-exact reconstruction
to attain high-order accuracy, we refer the reader to [4, 5, 1, 6, 7]. The hierarchical reconstruc-
tion strategies of Liu et al. [8] were also used to achieve higher-order accuracy [9, 10], where
the information is recomputed level by level from the highest order terms to the lowest order
terms with certain non-oscillatory method. Other type of high-order finite volume schemes in-
cludes the WENO scheme [11]. Although the implementation of WENO scheme is complicated
on unstructured meshes due to the needs of identifying several candidate stencils and perform-
ing a reconstruction on each stencil [6], it has been successfully applied on the unstructured
meshes for both two-dimensional triangulations [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and three-dimensional
triangulations [18, 19]. Most of these schemes do not lead to a strict maximum principle, while
they are essentially non-oscillatory [20]. Actually, the reconstruction procedure for maximum-
principle-satisfying second-order schemes are relatively mature [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], while
there are few maximum-principle-satisfying reconstruction approaches for higher-order finite
volume schemes on unstructured meshes.
In this paper, a quadratic reconstruction for finite volume schemes applicable on unstruc-
tured meshes is developed. The construction is a further exploration of the integrated linear
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reconstruction (ILR) in [27], where the coefficients of reconstructed polynomial are embedded
in an optimization problem. It is appealing for us to generalize the optimization-based construc-
tions therein to an integrated quadratic reconstruction (IQR) such that the scheme achieves a
third-order accuracy while satisfying a local maximum principle. It was pointed out in [28]
that the scheme satisfying the standard local maximum principle is at most second-order ac-
curate around extrema. To achieve higher than second-order accuracy, high-order information
of the exact solution has to be taken into account in the definition of local maximum principle
[28, 29]. Sanders [30] suggested to measure the total variation of approximation polynomi-
als. Liu et al. [31] constructed a third-order non-oscillatory scheme by controlling the number
of extrema and the range of the reconstructed polynomials. Zhang et al. constructed a gen-
uinely high-order maximum-principle-satisfying finite volume schemes for multi-dimensional
nonlinear scalar conservation laws on both rectangular meshes [32] and triangular meshes [33]
by limiting the reconstructed polynomials around cell averages. The flux limiting technique
developed by Xu [34] is another family of maximum-principle-satisfying methods, which was
generalized to high-order finite volume method on unstructured meshes [35]. In our proposed
scheme, the extrema of numerical solutions are measured by extrema of polynomial on a cluster
of points, following the technique of Zhang et al. [32, 33]. To overcome the difficulty of loss
of high-order information in cell averages, besides the cell averages at current time level, we
utilize the reconstruction polynomials at previous time step. This is reasonable due to the wave
propagation nature of conservation laws. It can be shown that this construction finally leads to
a third-order numerical scheme which satisfies a local maximum principle. An advantage of
the new reconstruction is that there are no artificial parameters at all, therefore it may be easily
implemented on any structured or unstructured meshes without essential difficulties.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the integrated
quadratic reconstruction based on solving a series of quadratic programming problems. Sec-
tion 3 is devoted to the discussion of the order of accuracy and maximum principle for scalar
conservation laws. Numerical results are given to demonstrate the stability and accuracy of the
proposed scheme in Section 4. Finally, a short conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
2. Numerical scheme
Let us consider a scalar hyperbolic conservation law on a d-dimensional domain Ω as
∂u
∂t
+ ∇ · F(u) = 0, (1)
together with appropriate boundary condition and initial value u(·, 0). The computational do-
main Ω is triangulated into a grid, either structured or unstructured, denoted by T . For an arbi-
trary cell T0 ∈ T referred as a control volume for finite volume method, let e j be the face shared
by T0 and its von Neumann neighbor T j, and nj be the unit outer normal of e j ( j = 1, · · · , J).
The finite volume discretization for (1) is then formulated as
un+10 − un0
∆tn
+
1
|T0|
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
wqF (vn0(z jq), vnj(z jq); nj)|e j| = 0. (2)
Here un0 approximates the cell average of the solution u on T0 at n-th time level tn, i.e.
un0 ≈ Πu(·, tn)|T0 ,
2
where Π is the piecewise constant projection defined by
Πw|T0 = −
∫
T0
w(x)dx :=
1
|T0|
∫
T0
w(x)dx, ∀w ∈ L1(Ω).
The point z jq is the q-th quadrature point on e j with weight wq ( j = 1, · · · , J, q = 1, · · · ,Q, see
Table 1 for an illustration), the function vn0(x) is a reconstructed polynomial computed from the
patch of cell T0, and F (u, v; n) is a numerical flux, such as the Lax-Friedrichs flux
F (u, v; n) = 1
2
(F(u) + F(v)) · n+ 1
2
a(u − v), (3)
where a = sup
u,n
|F′(u) · n| represents the maximal characteristic speed.
Denote the piecewise constant approximation of u(x, tn) to be unh(x), which takes u
n
0 as its
value on T0. In this paper we will focus on constructing a quadratic polynomial vn0(x) on each
control volume T0. And the resulting piecewise quadratic function on Ω is denoted by vnh(x).
Classical patch reconstruction algorithms in the literatures directly give vnh(x) from u
n
h(x), while
the integrated quadratic reconstruction requires information more than that. Precisely, we may
formulate our reconstruction as an operator Rh
vnh(x) = Rh[unh, vn−1h ](x).
That is to say, the function vnh depends on not only its piecewise constant counterpart u
n
h, but
also the previous reconstruction vn−1h . Basically, the operator Rh accepts two functions as its
arguments: the first function is a piecewise constant function on T , and the second function is
a piecewise continuous function on T . With the introduction of the operator Rh, the numerical
scheme (2) can be formally identified as
un+1h = u
n
h + ∆tnL(vnh), vnh = Rh[unh, vn−1h ], (4)
where L is the operator defined through (2).
For the initial level n = 0, we directly take u0h(x) to be the piecewise constant projection of
u(x, 0) on T and v−1h (x) = u(x, 0), saying
v0h(x) = Rh[Πu(·, 0), u(·, 0)](x), (5)
to bootstrap the computation. And we note that (5) actually defines a mapping from a con-
tinuous function w ∈ C(Ω) ⋂L1(Ω) to a piecewise quadratic function on T . We denote this
mapping again by Rh
Rh[w](x) := Rh[Πw,w](x),
for convenience. Therefore, we need only to specify Rh to close the scheme (2). Below we
describe the procedure to specify vnh(x) on a single cell T0 using u
n
h(x) and v
n−1
h (x).
The reconstructed quadratic function on cell T0 can be formulated as
vn0(x) = u
n
0 + L · (x − x0) +
1
2
H : ((x − x0) ⊗ (x − x0) − J0), (6)
where
L =

L1
L2
· · ·
Ld
 and H =

H11 H12 · · · H1d
H21 H22 · · · H2d
...
...
. . .
...
Hd1 Hd2 · · · Hdd
 ,
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approximates respectively the gradient ∇u and the Hessian ∇2u near the centroid x0 of cell T0,
and J0 represents the second moments of the cell T0
J0 = −
∫
T0
(x − x0) ⊗ (x − x0)dx,
which depends on the geometry of control volume T0 only. In Table 1 we list the second
moments of some geometric shapes widely used in triangulation. Note that the quadratic re-
construction (6) automatically satisfies the conservation property, i.e.
−
∫
T0
vn0(x)dx = u
n
0.
Table 1: Geometry parameters of several control volumes.
Geometry a Second moments b α β ν
Interval J =
1
12
l2
1
6
2
3
1
6
Rectangle J =
1
12
(
l2x 0
0 l2y
)
1
16
1
2
1
16
Triangle J =
1
36
∑
1≤i< j≤3
−−−→
PiP j ⊗ −−−→PiP j 112
1
2
1
12
Cuboid J =
1
12
l
2
x 0 0
0 l2y 0
0 0 l2z
 140 25 130
Tetrahedron J =
1
80
∑
1≤i< j≤4
−−−→
PiP j ⊗ −−−→PiP j 120
2
5
1
20
a For segmental or rectangular faces, the quadrature points are the Gaussian points, while for
triangular faces, the barycentric coordinates of three quadrature points are (2/3, 1/6, 1/6),
(1/6, 2/3, 1/6) and (1/6, 1/6, 2/3) respectively.
b l’s denote the dimensions of the control volume, and Pi’s denote the vertices of the control
volume.
To suppress numerical oscillations we follow the same basic outline as traditional second-
order limiters, namely, limiting the values on the quadrature points {z jq}. Note that higher-
order reconstructions admit local extrema within cells, in contrast to linear reconstructions.
Therefore, to improve the monotonicity enforcement within cells, we also examine the value at
the centroid x0. For convenience, we define a cluster of collocation points associated to a given
cell T0 by
Z0 = {z jq| j = 1, · · · , J, q = 1, · · · ,Q} ∪ {x0},
which includes all quadrature points on the cell faces along with the centroid of the whole cell
(see the geometry column in Table 1). Now introduce an objective function depending on the
4
parameters L and H in the expression (6) of vn0(x) as
δ(L,H) =
∑
i∈S
(uni − uni )2, uni = −
∫
Ti
vn0(x)dx, (7)
which is the sum of squared residuals of mean values of vn0 from u
n
h on the Moore neighbors{Ti}i∈S , namely, those cells sharing at least one common vertex with T0 (Fig. 1). Now we are
ready to raise the following optimization problem:
min δ(L,H)
s.t. (8) is fulfiled.
The constraints are some double inequality constraints on the cluster Z0
mn0 j ≤ vn0(z jq) ≤ Mn0 j, j = 1, · · · , J, q = 1, · · · ,Q, (8a)
mn00 ≤ vn0(x0) ≤ Mn00, (8b)
and the lower and upper bounds in these inequalities are given by
mn0 j = min
{
min
z∈Z0
vn−10 (z),minz∈Z j
vn−1j (z), u
n
0, u
n
j
}
,
Mn0 j = max
{
max
z∈Z0
vn−10 (z),maxz∈Z j
vn−1j (z), u
n
0, u
n
j
}
, j = 1, · · · , J,
(9a)
mn00 = min
{
min
z∈Z0
vn−10 (z), u
n
0
}
, Mn00 = max
{
max
z∈Z0
vn−10 (z), u
n
0
}
. (9b)
Remark 1. It is clear that (8a) is to limit the value on the cell face and (8b) is to limit the value
in the interior of the cell. The expression (9) is a prediction based on the wave propagation
nature for scalar conservation laws.
Remark 2. A simple observation is that Rh[u] = u if u is a quadratic polynomial. Actually, the
linear and quadratic coefficients of u would definitely minimize the objective function (7) and
satisfy all the constraints (8).
Now we express the optimization problem (7) and (8) in a compact form. Rewrite (6) as
vn0(x) = u
n
0 + (x − xi + xi − x0) · L +
1
2
((xi − x0) ⊗ (xi − x0) + (x − xi) ⊗ (x − xi)
+ (x − xi) ⊗ (xi − x0) + (xi − x0) ⊗ (x − xi) − J0) : H,
then the integral average of vn0 on the cell Ti is
uni = −
∫
Ti
vn0(x)dx = u
n
0 + ri · L +
1
2
(ri ⊗ ri + Ji − J0) : H,
where ri = xi − x0, ∀i ∈ S . Denote the half-vectorization of a symmetric matrix A = (Ai j)d×d
by vectorizing its lower triangular part, namely,
vech(A) =
[
A11, A21, · · · , Ad1,
A22, · · · , Ad2,
· · · ,
Add
]> ∈ Rd(d+1)/2.
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Then we have the following compact form for uni :
uni = u
n
0 + s
>
i ϕ,
where the vectors
si =
(
ri/h
vech(ri ⊗ ri + Ji − J0)/h2
)
, (10)
ϕ =
[
hL1, hL2, · · · , hLd,
h2H11/2, h2H21, · · · , h2Hd1,
h2H22/2, · · · , h2Hd2,
· · · ,
h2Hdd/2
]> ∈ Rd(d+3)/2.
Here h is a reference length, such as the mesh size of current cell. Inserting the compact form
of uni into the objective function (7) yields
δ =
∑
i∈S
(
un0 − uni + s>i ϕ
)2
=
∑
i∈S
(
(uni − un0)2 − 2(uni − un0)s>i ϕ + ϕ>sis>i ϕ
)
= ϕ>Gϕ + 2c>ϕ + const,
where
G =
∑
i∈S
sis>i , c = −
∑
i∈S
(uni − un0)si. (11)
The constraints (8) can also be formulated in a compact form
mn0 j ≤ vn0(z jq) = un0 + a(z jq)>ϕ ≤ Mn0 j, j = 1, · · · , J, q = 1, · · · ,Q,
mn00 ≤ vn0(x0) = un0 + a(x0)>ϕ ≤ Mn00,
where a(x) is a vector-valued function defined by
a(x) =
[
(x − x0)/h
vech((x − x0) ⊗ (x − x0) − J0)/h2
]
. (12)
Now introduce the matrix notations
A =

a(x0)>
a(z11)>
...
a(z1Q)>
...
a(zJ1)>
...
a(zJQ)>

, b =

mn00 − un0
mn01 − un0
...
mn01 − un0
...
mn0J − un0
...
mn0J − un0

, B =

Mn00 − un0
Mn01 − un0
...
Mn01 − un0
...
Mn0J − un0
...
Mn0J − un0

. (13)
Then the optimization problem above will reduce to a double-inequality constrained quadratic
programming problem for variables ϕ
min
1
2
ϕ>Gϕ + c>ϕ
s. t. b ≤ Aϕ ≤ B,
(14)
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where the coefficients are specified in (9) – (13).
The matrix G depends only on the geometry of the neighborhood of T0. For most of the
grids the matrix G is positive-definite, and hence the problem (14) becomes strictly convex.
Moreover, the feasible region is non-empty since the null solution ϕ = 0 is always feasible. As
a result, the global solution of problem (14) exists uniquely, which we represent as
ϕ = Q(G, c,A, b, B). (15)
The operator Rh can thereby be defined through the reconstructed quadratic polynomial as
vn0(x) = Rh[unh, vn−1h ](x) := un0 + ϕ>a(x), ∀x ∈ T0.
Remark 3. If we drop the constraints in the problem (14), the resulting reconstruction becomes
the k-exact reconstruction with k = 2. The corresponding solution is simply
ϕls = −G−1c. (16)
T1 T0 T2
(a) Interval mesh
T5 T3 T6
T1 T0 T2
T7 T4 T8
(b) Rectangular mesh
T0
T1 T2
T3
T4
T5
T6T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
(c) Triangular mesh I
T0
T1 T2
T3
T4
T5
T6T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
(d) Triangular mesh II
Figure 1: Labels of Moore neighbors.
Example 1 (One-dimensional cases). As a concrete example we consider a one-dimensional
grid with uniform spacing h (Fig. 1(a)). The reconstructed polynomial can be expressed as
vn0(x) = u0 + L(x − x0) +
1
2
H(x − x0)2 − 124Hh
2.
The optimal variables are ϕ = [hL, h2H/2]>. The coefficients in the quadratic programming
problem (14) are
G = 2I, c = [un1 − un2, 2un0 − un1 − un2]>,
 a(x0)
>
a(z11)>
a(z21)>
 =
 0 −1/12−1/2 1/61/2 1/6
 .
An immediate consequence is that the k-exact reconstruction solution (16) is
ϕls =
1
2
[un2 − un1, un1 + un2 − 2un0]>,
which means that the derivatives are approximated with central difference approximations, i.e.
L ≈ u
n
2 − un1
2h
, H ≈ u
n
1 + u
n
2 − 2un0
h2
.
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Example 2 (Two-dimensional cases: rectangular meshes). Next we consider a square mesh
with spacing h (Fig. 1(b)). The quadratic profile here takes the form
vn0(x, y) = u0 + Lx(x − x0) + Ly(y − y0) +
1
2
Hxx(x − x0)2 + 12Hyy(y − y0)
2
+ Hxy(x − x0)(y − y0) − 124(Hxx + Hyy)h
2.
The optimal variables are ϕ = [hLx, hLy, h2Hxx/2, h2Hxy, h2Hyy/2]>. And the coefficients of
objective function are
G =

6
6
6 4
4
4 6
 , c = −

(un2 − un1) + (un6 − un5) + (un8 − un7)
(un4 − un3) + (un7 − un5) + (un8 − un6)
un1 + u
n
2 + u
n
5 + u
n
6 + u
n
7 + u
n
8 − 6un0
(un5 + u
n
8) − (un6 + un7)
un3 + u
n
4 + u
n
5 + u
n
6 + u
n
7 + u
n
8 − 6un0
 .
Example 3 (Two-dimensional cases: triangular meshes). Here we use two special cases to
illustrate the triangular meshes: the equilateral triangular mesh (Fig. 1(c)) and the diagonal
triangular mesh (Fig. 1(d)). Choose h to be the minimum side of the triangles. A simple
calculation yields the following expression of G:
1
24

132 0 0 −14√3 0
0 132 −14√3 0 14√3
0 −14√3 105 0 35
−14√3 0 0 35 0
0 14
√
3 35 0 105
 and
1
9

66 −33 14 −7 −7
−33 66 −7 −7 14
14 −7 70 −35 35
−7 −7 −35 35 −35
−7 14 35 −35 70
 .
From this example we can expect that the matrix G for most triangular meshes is far from
singularity.
The main computation effort of the integrated quadratic reconstruction is the solution of
quadratic programming problems (15). An efficient and robust quadratic programming solver
becomes essential. Here we use the active-set method [36] to solve the problem (14). This
method updates the solution by solving a series of quadratic programming problems in which
some of the inequalities are imposed as equalities. We repeatedly estimate the active set until
the solution reaches optimality. To be more specific, let ϕk be solution of the k-th iterative step.
then the descending direction pk and Lagrange multipliers λk can be found by successively
solving the following two linear systems
(MG−1M>)λk = M(ϕk + G−1c),
Gpk = M>λ −Gϕk − c,
where the rows of matrix M are composed of normals of the active constraints at the current
step. For a nonzero descending direction pk, we set ϕk+1 = ϕk+αk pk. The step-length parameter
αk is given by
αk := min
{
1, min
1≤l≤JQ+1
βl
}
, βl =

bl − a>l ϕk
a>l pk
, a>l pk < 0,
Bl − a>l ϕk
a>l pk
, a>l pk > 0,
+∞, a>l pk = 0,
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where a>l , bl and Bl represent the l-th rows of matrices A, b and B respectively. On the other
hand, if pk = 0, then we check the signs of Lagrange multipliers. We have achieved the
optimality if all the multipliers are non-negative; otherwise, we can find a feasible direction by
dropping the constraint with the most negative multiplier. The initial guess is simply taken as
the null solution, i.e. ϕ0 = 0.
With the operator Rh specified by the procedure above, the numerical scheme (4) is then
closed, while it leads to only first-order temporal accuracy. To match the third-order spatial
accuracy, we adopt the SSP Runge-Kutta methods [37], which is a multi-stage combination of
(4). The whole discretization scheme then reads
u∗h = u
n
h + ∆tnL(v∗h), v∗h = Rh[unh, vn−1h ],
u∗∗h =
3
4
unh +
1
4
(
u∗h + ∆tnL(v∗∗h )
)
, v∗∗h = Rh[u∗h, v∗h],
un+1h =
1
3
unh +
2
3
(
u∗∗h + ∆tnL(vnh)
)
, vnh = Rh[u∗∗h , v∗∗h ].
And the initial value of the SSP Runge-Kutta method is still given by (5).
3. Accuracy and stability
In this section we study the accuracy and stability of the proposed scheme. Roughly speak-
ing, the third-order temporal accuracy is provided by the SSP Runge-Kutta scheme already,
thus we require a third-order spatial accuracy to achieve an overall third-order accuracy in the
truncation error.
Basically, it can be shown that the quadratic reconstruction proposed above provides us a
third-order accuracy for smooth functions. To justify this point, we need to study the asymptotic
behavior of the quadratic programming problem used to define the operator Rh. In fact, let
Ph = {Ti}i∈S be a family of cell patches, where the relative position of the cells are the same,
and hence ri ∝ h, Ji ∝ h2, etc. For the sake of convenience, the position of centroid of T0 is
fixed. To derive the continuous limit of problem (14), we first study the asymptotic expansions
of the coefficients. ObviousG andA are both scale-invariant. Concerning the other coefficients,
we have the following Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. There exist scale-invariant tensors c ∈ Rd×d, c ∈ Rd×d×d, b,B ∈ R(JQ+1)×d and
b,B ∈ R(JQ+1)×d×d such that the following asymptotic expansions hold
c = hc · ∇u(x0) + h2c : ∇∇u(x0) + O(h3), (17a)
b = hb · ∇u(x0) + h2b : ∇∇u(x0) + O(h3), (17b)
B = hB · ∇u(x0) + h2B : ∇∇u(x0) + O(h3). (17c)
Proof. Here we investigate the asymptotic expansion (17a) of c. The expansions of b and B
can be analyzed in a similar manner. Note that the Taylor expansion of u(x) about x0 gives
u(x) = u(x0) + (x − x0)>∇u(x0) + 12(x − x0)
>∇∇u(x0)(x − x0) + O(h3).
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Therefore, the cell averages can be expressed as
u0 = −
∫
T0
u(x)dx = u(x0) +
1
2
J0 : ∇∇u(x0) + O(h3),
ui = −
∫
Ti
u(x)dx = u(x0) + ri · ∇u(x0) + 12(ri ⊗ ri + Ji) : ∇∇u(x0) + O(h
3),
and as a result,
ui − u0 = ri · ∇u(x0) + 12(ri ⊗ ri + Ji − J0) : ∇∇u(x0) + O(h
3).
The first-order coefficient then satisfies
c = −
∑
i∈S
si(ui − u0)
= −
∑
i∈S
si
(
ri · ∇u(x0) + 12(ri ⊗ ri + Ji − J0) : ∇∇u(x0)
)
+ O(h4)
= −
∑
i∈S
(si ⊗ ri) · ∇u(x0) − 12
∑
i∈S
(si ⊗ (ri ⊗ ri + Ji − J0)) : ∇∇u(x0) + O(h4).
From here we can identify the expansion coefficients c and c in (17a).
With the aid of expansions (17), we are able to obtain the continuous limit of the quadratic
programming problem (14). Indeed, introduce a new variable ψ = ϕ/h, then the problem (14)
can be turned into the following equivalent form
min
1
2
ψ>Gψ + h−1c>ψ
s. t. h−1b ≤ Aψ ≤ h−1B.
From here we can see that the continuous limit of the problem (14) is
min
1
2
ψ>Gψ + (c · ∇u(x0))>ψ
s. t. b · ∇u(x0) ≤ Aψ ≤ B · ∇u(x0).
(18)
The above limiting problem provides us a precise statement of the well-posedness of the prob-
lem (14), which is a prerequisite of the accuracy result stated below.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the solution operator Q(G, ·,A, ·, ·) is Lipschitz continuous in the
neighborhood of (c · ∇u(x0), b · ∇u(x0), B · ∇u(x0)), then for any function u ∈ C3(Ω) ⋂L1(Ω),
we have
‖Rh[u] − u‖Z0 = O(h3),
where the norm ‖ · ‖Z0 is defined by ‖ f ‖Z0 = maxz∈Z0 | f (z)|.
Proof. Denote the second-order Taylor polynomial of u by
q(x) = u(x0) + (x − x0)>∇u(x0) + 12(x − x0)
>∇∇u(x0)(x − x0).
Obviously
Rh[q] = q and ‖q − u‖Z0 = O(h3).
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Then by triangle inequality, we have
‖Rh[u] − u‖Z0
≤‖q − u‖Z0 + ‖Rh[q] − q‖Z0 + ‖Rh[u] − Rh[q]‖Z0
≤O(h3) + O(h3) + max
z∈Z0
‖a(z)‖ ·
∥∥∥∥∥hQ (G, h−1c,A, h−1b, h−1B) − hQ(G, c · ∇u(x0)
+hc : ∇∇u(x0),A,b · ∇u(x0) + hb : ∇∇u(x0),B · ∇u(x0) + hB : ∇∇u(x0)
)∥∥∥∥∥
=O(h3) + O(h) · O(h2)
=O(h3).
Of course this estimation is only valid for smooth functions. For conservation laws, solu-
tions are so seldom to be smooth that the stability of the numerical scheme is of one’s more
concern. High-order reconstruction may introduce spurious oscillations near discontinuities.
One needs some stability criterion, such as the local maximum principle, to rule out solutions
with spurious oscillations. Here we show that the forward Euler scheme (2) with our recon-
struction satisfies a local maximum principle. The third-order SSP discretization will thereby
satisfy the local maximum principle due to the convex combination. Suppose that the following
quadrature formula is exact for any quadratic polynomial v
−
∫
T0
v(x)dx = α
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
v(z jq) + βv(x0), (19)
where α and β are positive weights such that JQα + β = 1. In fact, such pair of weights (α, β)
exists for the control volumes listed in Table 1. With the aid of (19), we are able to verify a
local maximum principle for (2) following the line in [33].
Theorem 2. The finite volume scheme (2) with integrated quadratic reconstruction and Lax-
Friedrichs numerical flux (3) fulfils the following local maximum principle
min
0≤ j≤J
min
z∈Z j
vnj(z) ≤ un+10 ≤ max0≤ j≤J maxz∈Z j v
n
j(z), (20)
under the CFL condition
Γa∆tnL0 ≤ |T0|, (21)
where L0 denotes the perimeter of cell T0 and Γ depends on mesh geometry only.
Proof. Inserting the quadrature formula (19) and Lax-Friedrichs flux (3) into the finite volume
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scheme (2) yields
un+10 = u
n
0 −
∆tn
|T0|
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
wqF (vn0(z jq), vnj(z jq); nj)|e j|
= α
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
vn0(z jq) + βv
n
0(x0) −
∆tn
|T0|
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
wqF (vn0(z jq), vnj(z jq); nj)|e j|
= α
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
vn0(z jq) + βv
n
0(x0)
− ∆tn
2|T0|
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
wq|e j|
(
F(vnj(z jq)) · nj + F(vn0(z jq)) · nj + avn0(z jq) − avnj(z jq)
)
=
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
(
α − a∆tn|T0| wq|e j|
)
vn0(z jq) + βv
n
0(x0)
+
∆tn
2|T0|
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
wq|e j|
(
avnj(z jq) − F(vnj(z jq)) · nj + avn0(z jq) − F(vn0(z jq)) · nj
)
=
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
(
α − a∆tn
2|T0|wqL0
)
vn0(z jq) +
a∆tn
2|T0|
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
wq(L0 − 2|e j|)vn0(z jq)
+
∆tn
2|T0|
J∑
j=1
Q∑
q=1
wq|e j|
(
avnj(z jq) − F(vnj(z jq)) · nj + avn0(z jq) − F(vn0(z jq)) · nj
)
+ βvn0(x0).
If we take the right-hand side of the above scheme as a function
un+10 = H(v
n
0(z11), · · · , vn0(zJQ), vn1(z11), · · · , vnJ(zJQ), vn0(x0)),
then H is non-decreasing with respect to each argument provided that
Γa∆tnL0 ≤ |T0|, Γ := 12α min1≤q≤Qwq.
Also, we have H(u, · · · , u) = u due to the consistency of numerical flux function. Denote
umin = min
0≤ j≤J
min
z∈Z j
vnj(z), u
max = max
0≤ j≤J
max
z∈Z j
vnj(z),
then the monotonicity of H implies the desired local maximum principle
umin ≤ H(umin, · · · , umin) ≤ un+10 ≤ H(umax, · · · , umax) = umax.
Remark 4. The Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux is not an essential part in the proof of local
maximum principle. Indeed, the local maximum principle is also true for other monotone
Lipschitz continuous numerical fluxes.
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Remark 5. While the the explicit value of Γ can be calculated for common control volume
from Table 1, another form of CFL condition in terms of the mesh size h is also useful
a∆tn ≤ νh,
where ν is a CFL number. Here we measure the mesh size of simplicial control volume (inter-
val, triangle or tetrahedron) by the diameter of its inscribed sphere, whereas that of Cartesian
control volume (interval, rectangle or cuboid) the harmonic mean of its dimensions. The value
of CFL number ν under such definition is also listed in Table 1.
Although the local maximum principle given in Theorem 2 is not recursively formulated,
we can verify the bound-preserving property, saying the numerical solution at any time level is
bounded by the initial solution. More specifically, we have
Corollary 1. The finite volume scheme (2) with integrated quadratic reconstruction and Lax-
Friedrichs numerical flux (3) is bound preserving, namely
inf
x∈Ω
u(x, 0) ≤ un0 ≤ sup
x∈Ω
u(x, 0), (22)
provided that the solution is advanced with a time step subjected to the CFL condition (21).
Proof. Introduce the following notations of global upper bounds at n-th time level
Mn = max
T0∈T
un0, Mˆ
n = max
T0∈T
max
z∈Z0
vn0(z), n = 0, 1, 2, · · · .
Since un0 is a convex combination of {vn0(z)}z∈Z0 , we have un0 ≤ maxz∈Z0 vn0(z). Taking the max-
imum over all T0 ∈ T yields the relation Mn ≤ Mˆn. For any cell T0 ∈ T and z ∈ Z0, the
construction of integrated quadratic reconstruction yields
vn0(z) ≤ max0≤ j≤J M
n
0 j ≤ max{Mˆn−1,Mn}, ∀z ∈ Z0,
and hence Mˆn ≤ max{Mˆn−1,Mn}. Note that the local maximum principle (20) implies that
Mn ≤ Mˆn−1. Therefore we have the monotonicity
Mˆn ≤ Mˆn−1, n = 1, 2, · · · .
On the other hand, the construction of initial time level yields
v00(z) ≤ max0≤ j≤J M
0
0 j ≤ max
{
max
T0∈T
max
z∈Z0
u(z, 0),M0
}
≤ sup
x∈Ω
u(x, 0), ∀z ∈ Z0,
and hence Mˆ0 ≤ sup
x∈Ω
u(x, 0). Finally we conclude that
un0 ≤ Mn ≤ Mˆn ≤ · · · ≤ Mˆ0 ≤ sup
x∈Ω
u(x, 0).
Similarly we can verify the left-hand side of the inequality (22).
4. Numerical results
In this section we provide some numerical results to demonstrate the performance of the
integrated quadratic reconstruction. The time step length is indicated by the CFL number listed
in Table 1 if not otherwise specified.
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4.1. Two-dimensional linear equation
This is a two-dimensional problem used to assess the order of accuracy. We solve the
following linear equation
ut + ux + 2uy = 0,
with initial profile given by the double sine wave function
u(x, y, 0) = sin(2pix) sin(2piy).
This problem has also been considered in [25, 26, 38, 27]. The computational domain is [0, 1]×
[0, 1]. Periodic boundary conditions are applied. We perform the convergence test on both
rectangular and triangular meshes. The rectangular mesh is uniform. In the triangular mesh
test, both structured and unstructured meshes are examined. The structured mesh is generated
by dividing each rectangular element along the diagonal direction, while the unstructured mesh
is generated by Delaunay triangulation. In Table 2, one observes third-order of accuracy on
various meshes.
Table 2: Accuracy for 2D linear equation.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Rectangular meshes
h L1 error Order L∞ error Order
1/8 3.84E-01 — 9.52E-01 —
1/16 1.36E-01 1.50 3.38E-01 1.50
1/32 2.08E-02 2.71 5.34E-02 2.66
1/64 2.68E-03 2.96 7.44E-03 2.84
1/128 3.37E-04 3.00 1.09E-03 2.77
1/256 4.21E-05 3.00 1.79E-04 2.60
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Structured triangular meshes
h L1 error Order L∞ error Order
1/8 2.79E-01 — 5.14E-01 —
1/16 7.22E-02 1.95 1.27E-01 2.02
1/32 1.02E-02 2.82 1.82E-02 2.80
1/64 1.30E-03 2.97 2.54E-03 2.84
1/128 1.63E-04 3.00 3.75E-04 2.76
1/256 2.04E-05 3.00 6.22E-05 2.59
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Unstructured triangular meshes
h L1 error Order L∞ error Order
1/5 3.40E-01 — 8.24E-01 —
1/10 1.05E-01 1.69 2.41E-01 1.78
1/20 1.58E-02 2.73 3.85E-02 2.64
1/40 2.05E-03 2.95 5.63E-03 2.77
1/80 2.59E-04 2.99 9.84E-04 2.52
1/160 3.25E-05 2.99 2.00E-04 2.30
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4.2. Solid body rotation problem
This is a non-uniform scalar flow where the initial profile consists of smooth hump, cone
and slotted cylinder. See [39] for the algebraic descriptions of the geometric shapes. We solve
the circular advection equation
ut − (y − 0.5)ux + (x − 0.5)uy = 0,
on [0, 1] × [0, 1] with homogeneous boundary conditions. Fig. 2 shows the results after one
revolution on two levels of Delaunay meshes. In the finer mesh, the IQR scheme almost keeps
the shape of the initial solution without much distortion.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
x
y
(a)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
x
y
(b)
0
0.5
1
0
0.5
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
xy
u
(c)
0
0.5
1
0
0.5
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
xy
u
(d)
Figure 2: Solutions of the solid body rotation problem at t = 2pi: left panel (4096 cells) and right panel (16384
cells).
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4.3. Two-dimensional Burgers’ equation
Following [13], we consider the two-dimensional Burgers’ equation
ut +
(
1
2
u2
)
x
+
(
1
2
u2
)
y
= 0, (23)
with initial condition u(x, y, 0) = 0.3 + 0.7 sin(pi(x + y)/2) on the domain [−2, 2] × [−2, 2].
Periodic boundary conditions are applied. To assess the order of accuracy on smooth regions
we advance the solution until t = 0.5/pi2. The exact solution at a given position (x, y) can be
found by applying a fixed-point iteration to the nonlinear algebraic equation
u = 0.3 + 0.7 sin
(
pi
2
(x + y) − u
2pi
)
.
The underlying meshes we use here are the same as that of Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 in Hu and Shu
[13]. The accuracy results are listed in Table 3. A third-order accuracy is maintained for both
structured and unstructured meshes.
Table 3: Accuracy of 2D Burgers’ equation at t = 0.5/pi2
Structured meshes Unstructured meshes
h L1 error Order L∞ error Order h L1 error Order L∞ error Order
2/5 3.38E-01 — 6.63E-02 — 1/2 2.28E-01 — 7.59E-02 —
1/5 4.54E-02 2.89 9.89E-03 2.75 1/4 3.02E-02 2.92 1.18E-02 2.68
1/10 5.73E-03 2.99 1.31E-03 2.92 1/8 3.81E-03 2.99 1.66E-03 2.84
1/20 7.21E-04 2.99 1.67E-04 2.98 1/16 4.80E-04 2.99 2.19E-04 2.92
1/40 9.14E-05 2.98 2.09E-05 2.99 1/32 6.08E-05 2.98 3.54E-05 2.63
To demonstrate the application for shock computations we compute until t = 5/pi2. Fig. 3
shows the results for a structured mesh with h = 1/20 and an unstructured mesh with h = 1/16,
following the resolution that was used in [13]. From here we can see that the shock front,
located on x + y = 3/pi2 ± 2, is captured well.
4.4. Two-dimensional Riemann problem
To investigate the performance of IQR scheme in the presence of genuinely multi-dimensional
nonlinear waves, we solve the Riemann problem [40] of Burgers’ equations (23)
u(x, y, 0) =

2, x, y < 0.25,
3, x, y > 0.25,
1, Otherwise,
on the domain [0, 1] × [0, 1]. Inflow boundary conditions are prescribed at the left and bottom
edges of the boundary to mimic the motion of shocks. Two shock waves and two rarefactions
will meet towards the center of the domain to form a double-parabola-shaped cusp. In our
computation the solution is advanced to t = 1/12. The exact solution can be found by using the
method of characteristics, i.e.
u(x, y, t) =

3, min{x, y} > 0.25 + 3t,
(min{x, y} − 0.25)/t, 0.25 + 2t −min{√2|x − y|t, t} ≤ min{x, y}
≤ 0.25 + 3t,
1, min{x, y} < 0.25 + t ≤ 0.25 + 1.5t < max{x, y},
2, Otherwise.
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(a) Structured mesh: h = 1/20 (b) Unstructured mesh: h = 1/16
Figure 3: Solution of 2D Burgers’ equation at t = 5/pi2.
On successively refined Delaunay meshes, the L1 errors at t = 1/12 are shown in Fig. 4(a),
with an order of accuracy close to one, which confirms that IQR scheme is genuinely high-
order. The contour lines of the solution on a fine mesh are shown in Fig. 4(b). The result
exhibits high resolution for the central cusp and shock front.
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(a) L1 error versus mesh size (first-order)
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(b) Contour lines on a mesh with h =
1/160
Figure 4: Riemann problem of Burgers’ equation at t = 1/12.
4.5. Three-dimensional linear equation
This test examines the behavior of IQR scheme on three-dimensional problems. We present
here the results on Cartesian grids to give more insight into the multi-dimensional nature of IQR
scheme. Consider the following genuinely 2D problem
ut + ux + 2uy = 0,
with initial data u(x, y, z, 0) = sin(2pix) sin(2piy). The computational domain is [0, 1] × [0, 1] ×
[0, 1]. Periodic boundary conditions are applied everywhere on the boundary. The CFL number
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is 0.1. The accuracy of integrated quadratic reconstruction is shown in Table 4, where the
correct order of accuracy is observed.
4.6. Three-dimensional Burgers’ equation
In this test we compute the three-dimensional Burgers’ equation [18]
ut +
(
1
2
u2
)
x
+
(
1
2
u2
)
y
+
(
1
2
u2
)
z
= 0,
with initial data u(x, y, z, 0) = 0.3+0.7 sin(pi(x+y+ z)/3) on the cube domain [−3, 3]× [−3, 3]×
[−3, 3] with periodic boundary conditions. The CFL number is the same as before. The conver-
gence order at t = 0.5/pi2 is listed in Table 5, where full accuracy is observed. We also present
the contour plots of the solution at t = 5/pi2 on the surface and the 2D slice z = 0 as well as
the 1D cutting-plot along the line x = y, z = 0 in Fig 5. We can observe that the solution is
non-oscillatory and the shock is resolved sharply.
Table 4: Accuracy for 3D linear equation.
h L1 error Order L∞ error Order
1/8 3.84E-01 — 9.52E-01 —
1/16 1.36E-01 1.50 3.38E-01 1.50
1/32 2.08E-02 2.70 5.15E-02 2.71
1/64 2.68E-03 3.00 6.63E-03 3.00
Table 5: Accuracy for 3D Burgers’ equation.
h L1 error Order L∞ error Order
3/4 1.42E+01 — 2.88E-01 —
3/8 2.17E+00 2.71 5.32E-02 2.44
3/16 2.85E-01 2.93 7.61E-03 2.81
3/32 3.59E-02 3.00 9.95E-04 2.94
(a) Sulution on the surface (b) Solution on the slice z = 0
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
x+y
-0.5
0
0.5
1
u
IQR
Exact
(c) Cutting-plot along x = y, z = 0
Figure 5: Three-dimensional Burgers’ equation at t = 5/pi2 with 32 × 32 × 32 cells.
4.7. One-dimensional linear equation
The last example is simple but interesting. We compute the following model problem
ut + ux = 0,
on the interval [0, 1] with periodic boundary condition. To show the numerical accuracy we
use the smooth initial data u(x, 0) = sin(2pix). Table 6 shows the L1 and L∞ errors for the cell
averages at one period t = 1. Note that the IQR scheme in one-dimensional case does NOT
give us a third-order accuracy and we observe an important accuracy degeneracy. This is due to
the fact that in one-dimensional case, the information of bounds in the quadratic programming
problem at the extrema is permanently lost once it is modified. To justify the role of bounds, we
also carry out the accuracy test for the k-exact reconstruction with k = 2. Now the full accuracy
order reappears. Similar phenomenon seldom happens in multiple dimensions.
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Table 6: Accuracy for 1D linear equation.
Integrated quadratic reconstruction 2-exact reconstruction
h L1 error Order L∞ error Order L1 error Order L∞ error Order
1/32 2.52E-03 — 7.77E-03 — 2.54E-03 — 4.09E-03 —
1/64 3.60E-04 2.81 1.84E-03 2.08 3.18E-04 3.00 5.08E-04 3.01
1/128 6.46E-05 2.48 4.55E-04 2.01 3.98E-05 3.00 6.32E-05 3.01
1/256 1.14E-05 2.50 1.21E-04 1.92 4.97E-06 3.00 7.88E-06 3.00
1/512 2.03E-06 2.49 3.66E-05 1.72 6.21E-07 3.00 9.84E-07 3.00
1/1024 3.94E-07 2.37 1.28E-05 1.51 7.76E-08 3.00 1.23E-07 3.00
1/2048 8.75E-08 2.17 5.14E-06 1.32 9.70E-09 3.00 1.54E-08 3.00
5. Conclusion
We proposed an integrated quadratic reconstruction method for high-order finite volume
schemes to scalar conservation laws. The reconstruction requires no artificial parameters. And
it gives us a finite volume scheme satisfying a local maximum principle. In the future work we
are attempting to generalize the reconstruction strategy here to systems of conservation laws.
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